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Abstract—Cables are complex, high dimensional, and dynamic
objects. Standard approaches to manipulate them often rely on
conservative strategies that involve long series of very slow and
incremental deformations, or various mechanical fixtures such as
clamps, pins or rings.
We are interested in manipulating freely moving cables, in
real time, with a pair of robotic grippers, and with no added
mechanical constraints. The main contribution of this paper is a
perception and control framework that moves in that direction,
and uses real-time tactile feedback to accomplish the task of
following a dangling cable. The approach relies on a vision-based
tactile sensor, GelSight, that estimates the pose of the cable in
the grip, and the friction forces during cable sliding.
We achieve the behavior by combining two tactile-based
controllers: 1) Cable grip controller, where a PD controller
combined with a leaky integrator regulates the gripping force
to maintain the frictional sliding forces close to a suitable value;
and 2) Cable pose controller, where an LQR controller based on
a learned linear model of the cable sliding dynamics keeps the
cable centered and aligned on the fingertips to prevent the cable
from falling from the grip. This behavior is possible by a reactive
gripper fitted with GelSight-based high-resolution tactile sensors.
The robot can follow one meter of cable in random configurations
within 2-3 hand regrasps, adapting to cables of different materials
and thicknesses. We demonstrate a robot grasping a headphone
cable, sliding the fingers to the jack connector, and inserting it.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of
real-time cable following without the aid of mechanical fixtures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contour following is a dexterous skill which can be guided
by tactile servoing. A common type of contour following
occurs with deformable linear objects, such as cables. After
grasping a cable loosely between the thumb and forefinger, one
can slide the fingers to a target position as a robust strategy to
regrasp it. For example, when trying to find the plug-end of
a loose headphone cable, one may slide along the cable until
the plug is felt between the fingers.
Cable following is challenging because the cable’s shape
changes dynamically with the sliding motion, and there are
unpredictable factors such as kinks, variable friction, and ex-
ternal forces. For this reason, much work on cables (and other
deformable linear objects) has utilized mechanical constraints
[1, 2, 3]. For example a rope may be placed on a table, so
that gravity and friction yield a quasistatic configuration of the
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Fig. 1. Following a cable with (a) human hands and (b) robotic grippers.
cable. A gripper can then adjust the rope configuration, step
by step, at a chosen pace.
Our goal is to manipulate cables in real time, using a pair of
grippers, with no added mechanical constraints. The cables are
free to wiggle, swing, or twist, and our grippers must rapidly
react using tactile feedback. In particular, we look at the task
of picking one end of a cable with a gripper and following it
to the other end with a second gripper, as shown in Fig. 1.
We designed a novel gripper that is lightweight and fast
reacting, and equipped it with high resolution tactile sensors.
This novel hardware, when paired with appropriate control
policies, allows us to perform real-time cable following in free
space.
In this paper we do not use vision, relying on tactile
sensing alone. While vision can be helpful, we are able to
perform the task purely with tactile guidance. Deformable
linear objects are easily occluded from view by grippers, by the
environment, and often by itself. Tactile perception allows for
precise localization once the cable is grasped. Tactile active
perception, like when pulling from the two ends of a cable
until it is in tension, can also be used to simplify perception
such as in the case of a tangled rope.
We approach cable following by dividing the desired behav-
ior into two goals: 1) Cable grip control, which monitors the
gripping force to maintain friction forces within a useful range;
and 2) Cable pose control, which regulates the configuration
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of the cable to be centered and aligned with the fingers. To
accomplish this task, we build a system with the following
modules:
• Tactile-reactive gripper. We design a parallel-jaw
gripper with force and position control capabilities
(Sec. IV-A), fitted with GelSight-based tactile sensors [4]
yielding a 60Hz grip bandwidth control.
• Tactile perception. We estimate in real-time the pose of
the cable in the gripper, the friction force pulling from the
gripper, and the quality of the tactile imprints (Sec. IV-B).
• Cable grip controller. The gripper regulates the gripping
force by combining a PD controller and a leaky integra-
tor that modulates the friction force on the cable, and
provides grip forces to yield tactile imprints of sufficient
quality for perception (Sec. IV-C).
• Cable pose controller. The robot controls the cable con-
figuration on the gripper fingers with an LQR controller,
based on a learned linear model of the dynamics of the
sliding cable (Sec. IV-C).
We evaluate the complete system in the task of cable
following for various cables, sliding at different velocities,
and benchmark against several baseline algorithms. The results
in Sec. VI show that training the system on a single cable
type allows generalization to a range of cables with other
physical parameters. Finally, we demonstrate a robot picking
a headphone cable, sliding the fingers until feeling the jack
connector, and inserting it, illustrating the potential role of the
system in complex active perception and manipulation tasks.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we review work relevant to contour following
and cable manipulation.
A. Contour following
Contour following of rigid objects has been widely studied
using both visual [5] and tactile perception [6, 7]. These
techniques do not directly translate to deformable objects due
to dynamic shape changes that are difficult to model, especially
in real time.
The most similar contour following work to ours is by
Hellman et al. [8], who proposed a reinforcement learning
approach to close a deformable ziplock bag with feedback
from BioTac sensors. The work demonstrated a robot grasping
and following the edge of the bag. In contrast to our approach,
they use a constant grasping force and discrete slow actions.
As a consequence, they achieve a maximum speed of 0.5 cm/s,
compared to 6.5 cm/s in our work.
B. Cable/rope manipulation
Manipulating deformable linear objects has attracted at-
tention in the robotics community [9] with tasks including
tying knots [10, 11], surgical suturing [12], or wire reshap-
ing [1, 2, 3].
Due to their high dimensional dynamics, manipulating de-
formable linear objects is usually simplified by constraining
their motion with external features, for example against a
table [1, 2, 3], with additional grippers [12], or pegs [11].
Another common strategy involves limiting movements to long
series of small deformations with pick and place actions [1, 3].
Thus, the dynamics of the system can be treated as quasistatic.
Furthermore, all works above rely on stable grasps of the
cable, but do not exploit cable sliding. Zhu et al. routed a cable
around pegs using one end-effector that was attached to the
cable end and another fixed end-effector that would passively
let a cable slip through in order to pull out a longer length of
cable [13]. This system, while allowing for sliding, loses the
ability to sense and control the state of the cable at the sliding
end, which can be in contact with any point of the cable.
Jiang et al. traces cables in a wire harness using a
gripper with rollers in the jaws [14]. This gripper passively
adjusts grip force using springs to accommodate different sized
cables. They sense and control the force perpendicular to the
translational motion along the cable in order to follow the
cable. The cables in our work are considerably smaller and
less rigid, so such forces would be difficult to sense.
Furthermore, both of the specialized, passive end-effectors
in the above two works have limited capabilities beyond
sliding along the cable. In our work, the parallel jaw gripper
used to follow a cable is also used to insert the cable into a
headphone jack, demonstrating the potential of this hardware
setup for additional tasks.
Another example of work involving sliding with rope from
Yamakawa et al. shows how our framework could potentially
be extended for the knot-tying task [15]. To pass one end of
the rope through a loop, they leverage tactile sensing to roll
the two rope ends relative to each other in between the fingers.
III. TASKS
Cable Following The goal of the cable following task is to
use a robot gripper to grip the beginning of the cable with
proper force and then control the gripper to follow the cable
contour all the way to its tail end. The beginning end of
the cable is initially firmly gripped by another fixed gripper
during the cable following process. The moving gripper is
allowed to regrasp the cable by bringing it back to the fixed
gripper, resulting in two-hand coordination with one of the
hands fixed. Several cables with different properties (shape,
stiffness, surface roughness) are tested here for generalization.
Cable Insertion The goal of the cable insertion task is to
find the plug at the end of a cable and insert the plug into
the socket. We show that this can be done by leveraging the
ability to slide the fingers on the cable, and demonstrate it
with a headphone cable with a cylindrical jack connector at
its end.
Robot System In order to tackle this task, the following four
hardware elements are necessary:
• tactile sensor to measure the grasped cable position and
orientation in real time
• tactile sensor to measure the amount of friction force
during sliding in real time
Depth
Tactile imprint
Pose
Fig. 2. The design concept of the cable manipulation system.
• fast reactive gripper to modulate the grasping force ac-
cording to the measured friction
• fast reactive robot arm to follow the measured cable
orientation and keep the measured cable position in the
center of the gripper.
IV. METHOD
The key idea of our method is to use tactile control to
monitor and manipulate the position and forces on the cable
between the fingers. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2. We
divide the tactile controller into two parts:
i. Cable Grip Control so the cable alternates between
firmly grasped and sliding smoothly,
ii. Cable Pose Control so the cable remains centered and
aligned with the fingers when pulling and sliding.
In this section, we describe the implementation of the tac-
tile controller by introducing the reactive gripper, the tactile
perception system, the modeling of the cable, and the two
controllers.
A. Hardware
Most commercialized robotic grippers do not offer sufficient
bandwidth for real-time feedback control. To that end we de-
sign a parallel gripper with 2 fingers (with a revised GelSight
sensor), a compliant parallel-guiding mechanisms, and slide-
crank linkages actuated by a servo motor (Dynamixel XM430-
W210-T, Robotis) as shown in Fig. 3.
Mechanism design Parallelogram mechanisms are widely
used to yield lateral displacement and slider-crank mechanisms
are broadly employed to actuate the parallelogram mechanism
for parallel grippers. We use them to facilitate parallel grasp-
ing [16]. To make a compact actuation mechanism, we use a
tendon-driven system.
One end of a string (tendon) is tied to a motor disk which is
fixed on the servo motor installed in a motor case. The other
end of the string is tied to the slider as shown in Fig. 3a. We
use a compression spring between the slider and the motor
box with pre-tension forming a slider-string-spring system.
One end of the crank is connected to the slider and the other
is coupled with the rocker of the parallelogram mechanism.
The finger is attached to the coupler of the parallelogram
mechanism. The string drives the slider down, actuating the
parallelogram mechanism via the crank linkage and producing
the desired lateral displacement of the finger. Two fingers
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Fig. 3. Mechanism design. (a) A motor drives the slider-crank mechanism
via the slider-string-spring system, actuating the parallelogram mechanism via
the crank linkage, and finally yielding the lateral displacement of the finger.
(b) The rigid parallelogram mechanism includes 28 assembly parts. (c) The
compliant parallel-guiding mechanism design replaces the rigid parallelogram
mechanism reducing the assembly parts from 28 pieces to a single piece.
assembled symmetrically around the slider yields a parallel
gripper.
Mechanism dimensions The design guidelines are as follows:
1) The max opening of the gripper is targeted at 100 mm, i.e.,
50 mm displacement for each finger; 2) The parallelogram
mechanism should fit the size of GelSight fingertips; 3) Reduce
overall size of the gripper. With these constraints, we found a
candidate dimension of the mechanisms as: r1 = 15 mm; r2 =
50 mm; r3 = 30 mm; r4 = 20 mm; l1 = 23.25 mm; l2 = 100
mm; θ i2 = 127
◦; θ i3 = 307
◦. Refer to Fig. 3 for the definition
of all variables. Note that θ i2 and θ
i
3 are the initial values of
θ2 and θ3.
Compliant joint design Compliant mechanisms [17] can pro-
duce exactly the same motion as those produced by rigid body
mechanisms, but greatly reduce the part count and assembly
time. We use compliant joints to simplify the parallelogram
mechanism. The Pseudo-Rigid-Body (PRB) model bridges
between compliant mechanisms and rigid body mechanisms
[17]. The PRB model is widely used to analyze kinematics and
statics (forward method) of compliant mechanisms. One may
develop a compliant mechanism based on the corresponding
rigid body mechanism by applying an inverse analysis of the
PRB model. In this study, we leverage the inverse method and
convert the rigid parallelogram mechanism to an equivalent
compliant parallel-guiding mechanism to reduce the assembly
size.
The rigid parallelogram mechanism in Fig. 3b contains 28
pieces. We redesign the linkage with flexural joints (Fig. 3c),
Fig. 4. Tactile perception. (a) Gripper with GelSight sensors grasping a cable. (b) Top view of the gripper grasping different cable configurations and
the corresponding cable pose estimations. The white ellipse shows the estimation of the contact region. The red and green lines show the first and second
principal axes of the contact region, with lengths scaled by their eigenvalues. (c) Top view of pulled cable while the gripper registers marker displacements
indicating the magnitude and direction of the frictional forces.
reducing the 28 pieces of the rigid mechanism to a single part
offering the same kinematic functionality. The overall size of
the final prototype has length 260 mm, width 140 mm, and
thickness 85 mm at the rest position.
B. Perception
Figure 4 illustrates the process to extract cable pose, cable
force and grasp quality from tactile images.
Cable pose estimation First, we compute depth images from
GelSight images with Fast Poisson Solver [4]. Then, we extract
the contact region by thresholding the depth image. Finally,
we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the contact
region to get the principal axis of the imprint of the cable on
the sensor.
Cable friction force estimation We use blob detection to
locate the center of the black markers in the tactile im-
ages [18]. Then we use a matching algorithm to associate
marker positions between frames, with a regularization term
to maintain the smoothness of the marker displacement flow.
We compute the mean of the marker displacement field (D),
which is approximately proportional to the friction force.
Cable grasp quality In this task, we evaluate the grasp quality
(S) based on whether the area of the contact region is larger
than a certain area. A tactile imprint with poor quality (small
contact region) will give noisy and uncertain pose estimation.
By increasing the grasping force, as shown in Fig. 5, we can
increase the grasp quality.
C. Control
Cable Grip Controller The goal of the grip controller is to
modulate the grasping force such that 1) the friction force stays
within a reasonable value for cable sliding (too small and the
cable falls from the grip, too large and the cable gets stuck),
and 2) the tactile signal quality is maintained. We employ a
combination of a PD controller and a leaky integrator. The PD
controller uses the mean value of the marker displacement (D)
(correlating to the approximate friction force) as feedback and
regulates it to a predefined target value (Dt ). We use position
control to modulate gripping force, and the PD controller for
the reference velocity upd is expressed as:
upd [n] = Kpe[n]+Kd(e[n]− e[n−1])
e[n] = D[n]−Dt [n],
(1)
where Kp and Kd are the coefficients for the proportional and
derivative terms, and D[n] is the measured mean value of the
marker displacement. The leaky integrator raises Dt of the PD
controller if the signal quality (S) is poor as follows:
Dt [n] = αDt [n−1]+ (1−α)(1−S),
S=
{
1 if good quality
0 if poor quality
(2)
where α is the leakage at each time step and S is the signal
quality indicator.
Model of Cable-Gripper Dynamics We model the cable-
gripper dynamics as a planar pulling problem. As shown in
Fig. 6, the region of the cable in contact with the tactile sensor
(blue rectangle on the right) is represented as a 2D object.
We parameterize its position and orientation with respect to
X axis of the sensor frame with y and θ . We further define
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Fig. 5. Trade-off between tactile quality and sliding friction. Larger
gripping forces lead to higher-quality tactile imprints but difficult sliding.
With the same normal force, the grasp quality and friction force varies among
cables. The tactile-reactive control adjusts to different cables.
Fig. 6. Model cable-gripper dynamics. Schematic diagram of the planar
cable pulling modeling.
the angle α between the center of the cable on the moving
gripper and the orientation of the fixed gripper (blue rectangle
on the left). These three parameters [y θ α] define the state of
the cable-gripper system. We finally define the input of control
on the system φ as the pulling direction relative to the angle
α (labeled with red arrow).
Since a deformable gel surface has complex friction dy-
namics, we use a data-driven method to fit a linear dynamic
model rather than first principles. The state of the model is
x= [y θ α]T , the control input u= [φ ], and the linear dynamic
model:
x˙ = Ax+Bu, (3)
where A and B are the linear coefficients of the model.
To efficiently collect data, we use a simple proportional (P)
controller as the base controller supplemented with uniform
noise for the data collection process. The P controller controls
the velocity of the robot TCP in the y axis and we leave the
velocity in the x axis constant. The controller is expressed
in Equation 4, where Kvp is the coefficient of the proportional
term, and N[n] is random noise sampled from a uniform distri-
bution [−0.01,0.01]. The intuition for this baseline controller
is that when the robot (sensor) moves to the +~y direction, the
cable gets pulled from the opposite direction −~y and dragged
back to the center of the gripper if it is initially located in the
+~y region.
vy[n] = Kvpy[n]+N[n] (4)
We collect approximately 2000 data points with a single
cable by running several trajectories with different initial cable
configurations. We use 80% of the data for linear regression
of matrices A and B and validate the result with the rest.
Cable Pose Controller The goal of the cable pose controller
is to maintain the cable position in the center of the GelSight
sensor (y∗ = 0), the orientation of the cable to be parallel to
the X axis (θ ∗ = 0) and the inclination of the pulled cable also
parallel to the X axis (α∗ = 0). The nominal trajectory of the
cable pose controller (x[n]∗, u[n]∗) is then constant and equal
to ([0 0 0]T , [0]), that is, regulating around zero.
We formulate an LQR controller with the A and B matrices
from the linear model and solve for the optimal feedback gain
K, which in turn gives us the optimal control input u¯[n] =
−Kx[n], where x= [y θ α]T as shown in fig 6. The parameters
of the LQR controller we use are Q= [1,1,0.1] and R= [0.1],
since regulating y and θ (making sure the cable does not fall) is
more important than regulating α (maintain the cable straight).
V. EXPERIMENT
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup in Fig. 7 includes a 6-DOF UR5
robot arm, two reactive grippers (as described in Section IV-A)
and two pairs of revised fingertip GelSight sensors attached to
the gripper fingers. One of the grippers is fixed on the table
and another one is attached to the robot. The control loop
frequencies of the UR5 and the gripper are 125 Hz and 60
Hz, respectively.
We use five different cables/ropes to test the controllers
(Fig. 10 bottom): Thin USB cable with nylon surface; thick
HDMI cable with rubber surface; thick nylon rope; thin nylon
rope; and thin USB cable with rubber surface.
Fig. 7. Experimental setup. UR5 robot arm and two reactive grippers with
GelSight sensors.
B. Cable following experiments
Experimental process The beginning end of the cable is
initially grasped firmly with the fixed gripper secured at a
known position. The moving gripper picks up the cable and
follows it along its length until reaching its tail end. During
that process, the grasping force is modulated with the cable
grip controller and the pose of the cable is regulated with
the cable pose controller. The moving gripper can regrasp the
cable by feeding the holding part to the fixed gripper if it feels
it is going to loose control of the cable, or the robot reaches
the workspace bounds. Within a regrasp, the robot adjusts the
position of the moving gripper according to the position of the
cable detected by the fixed gripper.
Metrics we use three metrics to evaluate performance:
• Ratio of cable followed vs. total cable length
• Distance traveled per regrasp, normalized by the maxi-
mum workspace of the moving gripper.
• Velocity, normalized by max velocity in the x direction.
Note that all these metrics have a max and ideal value of 1.
Controller comparison We compare the proposed LQR con-
troller with three baselines: 1) purely moving the robot to the
x direction without any feedback (open-loop controller), 2)
open-loop controller with emergency regrasps before losing
the cable, 3) Proportional (P) controller we use to collect data.
Since the initial configuration of the cable affects the result
dramatically, we try to keep the configuration as similar as
possible for the control experiments and average the results
for 5 trials of each experiment.
Generalization We conduct control experiments with the LQR
robot controller + PD gripper controller to test the performance
across 1) different velocities: 0.025, 0.045, and 0.065 m/s; and
2) 5 different cables. Similarly, we also conduct 5 trials for
each experiment and average the results.
C. Cable following and insertion experiment
An illustrative application of the cable following skill is to
find a connector at the end of a cable to insert it. This is
a robust strategy to find the connector end of a cable when
it is not directly accessible or under position uncertainties.
Here we conduct an experiment on a headphone cable. The
relative position of the hole where to insert the connector is
calibrated. The cable following process is identical to what we
illustrated in the previous section. We detect the plug (thick)
based on its geometry difference compared to the cable (thin)
using GelSight sensor. To estimate the pose of the plug before
insertion, we use the same tactile estimation method as used
to estimate the cable pose during cable following.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we detail the results of the cable following
experiments with different robot controllers, different veloci-
ties and different cables, according to the evaluation metrics.
See Fig. 10 for a summary. We also show the results of the
cable following and insertion experiment (Fig. 9).
A. Controller evaluation
We compare four different robot controllers: open-loop,
open-loop with emergency regrasps, P controller, and LQR
controller. The top row in Fig. 10 shows that the open-loop
controller only follows 36% of the total length. The gripper
loses the cable easily when it curves. The simple addition of
emergency regrasps is sufficient for the open loop controller to
finish the task. This indicates that a timely detection of when
the cable is about to fall from the gripper is important for
this task. This controller, however, still requires many regrasps
and is slower than the P and the LQR controllers. The results
show that the LQR controller uses the least number of regrasps
compared to other controllers. The LQR controller does not
show much experimental improvement in the velocity metric,
in part because the robot travels more trying to correct for
cable deviations.
Figure 8 shows snapshots of the experimental process using
the LQR controller. Note that this controller always tries to
move the gripper back to the center of the trajectory once the
cable is within the nominal configuration since α (the angle
Fig. 8. Cable following experiment. For three instances in time, (a) camera
view; (b) pose estimation from tactile imprints, where the yellow line in
the center indicates the desired in-hand pose alignment; (c) top view of the
trajectory of the end-effector and velocity output of the LQR controller, shown
in red. The green dotted line illustrates α . The controller keeps adjusting the
cable state in real-time by changing the moving direction to achieve the desired
pulling angle.
between the center of the cable in hand to the beginning end)
is also part of the state. This can be observed from the middle
time instance of Fig. 8, where the cable is straight and close
to the middle of the GelSight sensor, but α is large (the angle
between the x axis and the green line to t1 in the bottom of
Fig. 8). The output of the controller shows the direction to
the center of the trajectory. The pose in the last time instance
is similar, but because α is smaller, the controller outputs a
direction that will correct the cable pose. This feature is an
advantage of the LQR controller over the P controller.
B. Generalization to different velocities
The model of the cable-gripper dynamics is fit with data
collected at a velocity of 0.025 m/s. We also test the LQR
controller at 0.045 and 0.065 m/s. The results in the second
row of Fig. 10 show that the performance does not degrade,
except requiring more regrasps per unit of distance travelled.
This is because, going faster, the controller has less time to
react to sudden pose changes and, therefore, tends to trigger
regrasps more. Although the number of regrasps increases with
larger velocity, the total time is still shorter due to the faster
velocity.
C. Generalization to different cables
We also test the system with the LQR controller on 5 differ-
ent cables, each with different physical properties (diameters,
Fig. 9. Headphone cable following and insertion process. (a)(b) cable following to the plug end, (c) plug on top of the hole with pose mismatch (d) plug
pose adjusted and aligning with the hole, (e)(f) cable plugged into the headphone jack on the phone. The plug is labeled with red circle and the headphone
jack is labeled with red arrow.
Fig. 10. Experimental results. Different robot controllers (top), different
following velocities (middle), different cables (bottom). For visualization, the
three metrics are normalized to [0, 1] by dividing 100%, 0.45 m, and 0.02
m/s respectively (max 1, ideal 1).
materials, stiffness). In experiments, the system generalizes
well and can follow 98.2% of the total length of the cables.
Comparing the performance on the different cables shows
that cable 4 (thin and light nylon rope) requires the most
regrasps. It is difficult to adjust in-hand pose since it is very
light and the un-followed part of the cable tends to move with
the gripper. The cable with best performance is cable 5 (thin
and stiff rubber USB cable), which is stiff and locally straight
at most of the time.
D. Cable following and insertion
The process to grasp, follow, and insert the headphone
cable is illustrated in Fig. 9. Parts (a) and (b) show the robot
following the cable all the way to the plug and identifying
the moment it reaches the plug. After the plug is detected,
the fixed gripper opens and the robot moves the plug over the
headphone jack on the phone shown in Fig. 9(c).
After cable sliding, the gripper uses the tactile feedback
from a GelSight sensor to localize the plug and align it with
the hole, as shown in Fig. 9(d). Afterwards, the robot moves
down to insert the cable into the headphone jack in Fig. 9(e)-
(f). We repeat the insertion only experiment (plug directly fed
to the gripper by human with random pose) for 20 times and
can insert the headphone plug with an 85% success rate. See
the attached supplementary video for better visualization of
combined experiments of cable following and insertion.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present a perception and control framework
to tackle the cable following task. We show that the tight
integration of tactile feedback, gripping control, and robot
motion, jointly with a sensible decomposition of the control
requirements is key to turning the–a priori–complex task of
manipulating a highly deformable object with uncontrolled
variations in friction and shape, into an achievable task. The
main contributions of the work are:
• Tactile Perception Applying vision-based tactile sensor,
like GelSight, to cable manipulation tasks. It provides
rich but easy-to-interpret tactile imprints for tracking the
cable pose and force in real-time. These local pose and
force information about the cables are otherwise difficult
to be captured from vision system during continuous ma-
nipulation because they are usually occluded, expensive
to interpret, and not accurate enough.
• Tactile Gripper The design of reactive gripper uses com-
pliant joints, making it easy to fabricate, and protecting
the tactile sensor from unexpected collision. The gripper
modulates grasping force at 60 Hz which enables tasks
that need fast response to tactile feedback like cable
manipulation.
• Tactile Control We divide the control of the interaction
between cable and gripper into two controllers: 1) Cable
Grip Controller, a PD controller and leaky integrator
that maintain an adequate friction level between gripper
and cable to allow smooth sliding; and 2) Cable Pose
Controller, an LQR controller based on a linearized model
of the gripper-cable interaction dynamics, that maintains
the cable centered and aligned with the fingers.
The successful implementation of the tactile perception and
model-based controller in the cable following task, and its
generalization to different cables and to different following
velocities, demonstrates that it is possible to use simple
models and controllers to manipulate deformable objects. The
illustrative demonstration of picking and finding the end of a
headphone cable for insertion provides a example of how the
proposed framework can play a role in practical cable-related
manipulation tasks.
There are several aspects of the system that can be im-
proved: 1) The frequency of the tactile signal (30Hz) and the
control loop of the gripper (60Hz) can be potentially raised
to 90Hz and 200Hz, respectively; 2) We observe that it is
difficult to pull the cable back when it reaches the edge of the
finger, because of the convex surface of the GelSight sensor.
The finger-sensor shape could be better optimized to improve
performance; 3) It would be interesting to explore other
models and controllers. Model-based reinforcement learning
with a more complex function approximator could be a good
fit for this task to handle with more accuracy the cable-gripper
dynamics. The perception and control frameworks proposed
here might enable addressing more complex robotic tasks.
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